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Few authors have achieved such renown as World Fantasy Life Achievement honoree and Science
Fiction Writers of America Grand Master Andre Norton. With the love of readers and the praise of
critics, Norton’s books have sold millions of copies worldwide.

Thora is the Chosen One. Pressed against her breast is the sacred jewel, possessing all the powers of the
Moon. Makil is the Man of Pure Light, from the valley of enchantment and the swaying, sensual dance. In
the golden scabbard at his side is the magical Sword of Lur.

Together they descend into an underground world of soulless machines and eternal night. High Priestess and
Warrior, Jewel and Sword, they must join in blood and battle against the Dark Lord.  To fail would mean the
Holy Force would fail, and Thora and Makil would forever be entombed in the flesh of evil.
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From reader reviews:

Linda Davis:

This Moon Called are usually reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
reason of this Moon Called can be one of many great books you must have is definitely giving you more than
just simple reading food but feed anyone with information that perhaps will shock your previous knowledge.
This book is usually handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions throughout
the e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Moon Called forcing you to have an enormous of experience
including rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that could it useful in your day exercise. So ,
let's have it appreciate reading.

Patricia Watts:

It is possible to spend your free time to read this book this e-book. This Moon Called is simple bringing you
can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not include much space to bring
often the printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save the book in
your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Brett Munoz:

Many people spending their time by playing outside along with friends, fun activity along with family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by examining a book. Ugh,
you think reading a book will surely hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It fine you can
have the e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like Moon Called which is getting the
e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's notice.

Catherine Estey:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is written or printed or highlighted from each source this filled update of news. With this
modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social like
newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You can add your
understanding by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just seeking
the Moon Called when you essential it?
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